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SEAT LEON SC DRIVEN

SEAT Leon 2.0 TDI FR vs. BMW 1 SERIES ROAD TESTED

IT’S A CLEAN SWEEP
for seat LEON
HHHHH 5/5

“Sharp looks and a sporty driving experience
are just the start of the Leon’s talents...”

3 SEAT LEON SC TSI DRIVEN

New cars

SEAT Leon SC

SEAT Leon SC

New cars

Tested

Seat Leon SC
2.0 TDI FR
Price: £22,000 (est)
Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl turbodiesel
Power/torque: 181bhp/380Nm
Transmission: Six-speed
manual, front-wheel drive
0-62mph: 7.5 seconds (est)
Top speed: 142mph (est)
Econ/CO2: 65.7mpg/112g/km
Equipment: Sports seats, climate
control, alloys, cruise control

On sale July
Interior has highquality feel, and
SC rides as well
as regular Leon.
Our car’s 2.0-litre
TDI diesel was a
strong performer

Dramatic mirrors incorporate stylish indicator repeaters...

sts
ing co
Runn(of
ficial) £72 fill-up
65.7mpg

...while FR gets pretty alloys. Boot is the same size as five-door’s

SEAT Leon SC

lity
Practica
res

Five-door has already impressed, so now we try sporty-looking new three-door

boot 380 lit
Jack Rix

Jack_Rix@dennis.co.uk
		
@jack_rix

SEAT has always struggled
to establish its identity as the
VW Group’s sporty brand, but the
Leon SC could change all that. It’s
shorter and lower than the fivedoor, and more than just a threedoor Leon – in fact, it has more
in common with the VW Scirocco
coupé than the three-door Golf.
The wheelbase has been
chopped by 35mm, while the
roof sits 30mm lower than the
five-door’s. These squatter
dimensions have a number
of benefits – the SC is 110kg
lighter than the old Leon (and
20kg less than the latest fivedoor), while the shorter
wheelbase means more

nimble handling and the stance
is instantly more aggressive.
However you look at it, the SC
is a great design. SEAT has used
as many triangular shapes as
possible – even the razor-sharp
creases in the body (which have
their own dedicated department
at the factory to ensure they’re
crisp and perfectly positioned)
taper to a fine, arrow-like point.
You’d imagine removing a
section of the chassis would
impact on practicality, but the car
demands few compromises. The
380-litre boot is the same size as
the five-door’s, and while there’s
less legroom, one six-footer can
sit comfortably behind another.
The dash is identical to the
five-door’s, and offers the same
huge leap in quality and tech

over the old car. Plus, the wide
choice of turbocharged petrol
and diesel engines is the same
as in the five-door, ranging from
an 85bhp 1.2 TSI to the 181bhp
2.0 TDI in our top-spec test car.
Don’t be fooled by the TDI
badge – this is a genuine hot
hatch contender, and the way it
punches out of bends is startling.
But it also scores well in terms of

first drive

Good
With its crisp lines
and aggressive front
end, the new Leon SC
backs up SEAT’s claims
to be the sporty and
stylish member of
the VW Group family.

not so good

“The Leon is a
genuine hot
hatch, but also
scores well
for refinement”

Although the three-door’s
boot is the same size as
the five-door’s, the price
you pay for the sportier,
more compact stance is
a shorter wheelbase and
less legroom in the back.

www.autoexpress.co.uk
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Dash has plenty of equipment;
sharp handling impresses, too
refinement. While there’s a bit
of wind noise from around the
door mirrors at 75mph, the SC is
whisper quiet otherwise, which
enhances the sense of quality.
In a smart move, SEAT has also
resisted the temptation to make
this car’s suspension firmer than
the five-door’s or quicken up the
steering. Those modifications will
be saved for the hot Cupra, due

later this year, and this means
the SC rode beautifully on the
smooth Spanish roads of our test.
The steering is light but quick
to react, and feels more direct
than the five-door’s, although
that’s the effect of the threedoor’s lower kerbweight
and shorter wheelbase.
Find a twisty road and the SC
is quite happy to be flung around,
changing direction quickly with
minimal body roll and plenty of
grip. It’s the kind of car that will
appeal just as much to an aspiring
boy racer as to a family man
who’s not ready to compromise
on style. And if you don’t fall
into either of those brackets,
there’s always the five-door and
forthcoming Leon ST estate.
P92: Leon FR 5dr vs BMW 118d

Verdict
IT’S not quite a sports car,
but the Leon SC is the perfect
model for SEAT right now. Its
shorter, lower and sleeker
bodystyle looks stunning,
while the handling is sharper
than the five-door’s. Plus, it’s
refined and comfortable. If you
do lots of miles, this top-spec
diesel offers good performance
end economy – if not, the TSI
petrol versions are better.

HHHHH

Road test

SEAT Leon vs BMW 1 Series

SEAT Leon vs BMW 1 Series

“Can new Leon
offer a genuine
alternative to fans
of sharp-handling
hatchbacks?”

Hatch

match

New SEAT Leon mixes
stylish looks with the
promise of agility and
efficiency. We see if it
can beat BMW 1 Series

Pictures: Pete Gibson
Location: Bruntingthorpe, Leics

Thanks to stand-out looks and an engaging driving experience,
the second-generation SEAT Leon was a very popular choice with
buyers who were looking for a hatchback with a sporty edge. Now
there’s an all-new Leon arriving in UK dealers, and it promises to
add a higher level of quality to this already winning combination.
But if the Leon wants to be regarded as a real driver’s car with
a premium edge, it has to prove itself against one of the besthandling hatchbacks on the market: the BMW 1 Series.
In its first test, we pit the most powerful Leon at launch – the
181bhp 2.0 TDI FR – against the 118d M Sport. Both cars have 2.0-litre
diesel engines, but while the SEAT is front-wheel drive, the 1 Series
relies on BMW’s traditional rear-wheel-drive layout. Will this put the
new Leon at a disadvantage when it comes to driving fun, or can it
offer a genuine alternative to fans of sharp-handling hatchbacks?
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Road test

BMW 118d
M Sport
Price: £24,685
Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl, 141bhp
0-60mph: 9.1 seconds (in wet)
Test economy: 43.8mpg/9.6mpl
CO2: 118g/km
Annual road tax: £30
Why? Rear-wheel drive gives the
1 Series a unique selling point
in the hatchback class. But it has
other talents, too, such as great
build quality and low emissions.

SEAT Leon
2.0 TDI FR
Price: £23,375
Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl, 181bhp
0-60mph: 8.2 seconds (in wet)
Test economy: 42.9mpg/9.4mpl
CO2: 112g/km
Annual road tax: £30
Why? All-new MkIII Leon uses
the VW Group’s latest MQB
platform. SEAT promises sporty
driving dynamics to go with
the car’s dramatic styling.

Road test

SEAT Leon vs BMW 1 Series

SEAT Leon vs BMW 1 Series

Road test

Styling hhhhH
Smooth shape and sharp
detailing mean this latest
Leon looks more dramatic
on the road than the BMW.

Interior hhhH
THERE’s a big step up in build
quality and design over the
old model. Passenger space
has also been improved.

Driving hhhh
Sharp chassis and direct
steering are enhanced by
sport settings. Despite this,
comfort isn’t compromised
and the Leon rides smoothly.

Costs hhhh

sts
ing co
Runn(on
test) £72 fill-up
42.9mpg

Neatly designed dashboard incorporates a
large storage cubby, but high loading lip and step in boot floor hamper Leon’s practicality

Stop-start boosts economy,
while the £23,375 SEAT costs
nearly £1,500 less than 118d.
Kit is about equal, with cruise
control and parking sensors.

Practicality
hhhh

Boot is 20 litres bigger
than the BMW’s, at 380
litres, although the Leon’s
rear seats don’t fold
down completely flat.

Safety hhhhH
ESC and a system that holds
the brakes on after a crash
helped Leon earn five-star
safety rating. Lane assist and
tiredness alert are optional.

(70/60/30-0mph)
akin.8gmet
res
! Br
/10
0.2
55.2/4

SEAT Leon 2.0 TDI FR

mance h
Perfor
secs Top speed 142mp
0-60 8.2

New five-door hatch offers a strong combination of style, quality, power and efficiency

lity Boot
Practica
wn) 380/1,210 lts
(seats up/do

Few hatchbacks were as distinctive
as the previous SEAT Leon, yet the new
one looks even more dramatic. The MkII’s
pronounced snout has been ditched in favour
of a wide grille flanked by sharp new lights.
Top-spec models add LEDs, while the mesh
grille is mirrored by a larger opening under
the bumper. The distinctive crease running
along the side is familiar from the old Leon.
The window frame-mounted rear door
handles are gone, so people will no longer
confuse the SEAT for a three-door car. Yet the
switch to regular handles hasn’t spoiled the
five-door hatch’s looks. At the rear, there are
sharp lights, plus the familiar SEAT badgecum-handle and Leon script on the bootlid.
Overall, the new car looks great, and while
the front could be confused for the smaller
Toledo’s, the Leon definitely has the measure
of the 1 Series for styling. The BMW seems
frumpy in comparison and the SEAT is much
smarter than the VW Golf and Skoda Octavia

it shares so many parts with. All three cars sit
on the VW Group’s MQB platform, but every
effort has been made to set them apart inside.
The Leon’s dashboard is angled towards the
driver and a 5.8-inch touchscreen is mounted
high up, although its resolution isn’t as sharp
as the 1 Series’ widescreen display. The climate
controls are placed up high, too, which leaves
room for a deep cubby ahead of the gearlever.
It’s easy to get comfortable inside, while a
flat-bottomed steering wheel adds sportiness.
Rear seat passengers are well catered for, as
there’s more space than in the BMW. But
those in the middle still have to deal with
a hump in the floor, which is quite strange
considering the Leon is front-wheel drive.
The boot has a wide opening and a deep
floor, although the load lip is higher than
the 1 Series’. And a step in the floor hurts
practicality when you fold the back seats.
Fire up the SEAT’s 2.0-litre diesel engine
and it soon settles to a smooth thrum. That

Leon’s interior boasts fussfree dash plus classy whiteon-black dials and red trim

“Turn-in is sharp,
there’s lots of grip
and the car is eager
to change direction”
www.autoexpress.co.uk

refinement is maintained on the move, as the
Leon is quieter than the 1 Series at all speeds.
As well as being smooth, the TDI engine has
instant throttle response, and the SEAT beat
the BMW in all our acceleration tests. That’s
not really a surprise, though, as it enjoys
a 40bhp advantage over the 141bhp 118d.
Cornering is where the Leon has to prove
its mettle against the BMW, and it asserts itself
well. The most powerful FR models feature
multi-link rear suspension, while all versions
get SEAT’s Drive Profile system, which allows
you to adjust steering and throttle response.
Turn-in is sharp, there’s lots of grip and the car
is eager to change direction. There’s not quite
as much steering feedback as in the 1 Series,
but you can still corner with confidence.
If you want to just take it easy, the Leon
is a surprisingly comfortable car to drive.
This flagship FR comes with 18-inch alloys,
but while the old model suffered from quite
a harsh ride, the new one proves to be much

www.autoexpress.co.uk

Good
Quality has come on in
leaps and bounds: the
Leon now matches its
rivals for fit and finish.

not so good
The boot is big, but a
high loading lip makes
it tricky to lift heavy
items in and out.

Integrated door handles are gone, but new Leon still has plenty of sharp design touches
better in this respect. It’s still on the firm
side, yet it copes with all but the most
severe bumps and is easily as comfortable
as the BMW driving on the motorway.
And while the SEAT was less efficient in
our hands than the 118d, the 42.9mpg we
returned is still impressive given the car’s
performance. The rest of the financial
package makes sense, too: the £23,375
Leon FR is over £1,300 cheaper to buy

than the 1 Series, yet offers a similar amount
of kit and has slightly stronger predicted
residuals than its rival. The only real blots
on its copybook are higher maintenance
costs and the quality of the service you’ll get
at your SEAT dealer – the network didn’t
score well in our Driver Power survey.
So the new Leon makes a strong case
for itself – but does it provide enough
driving thrills to topple the BMW?

SEAT Leon vs BMW 1 Series

Glasgow book

Spec

Sheet

mance h
Perfor
secs Top speed 132mp
0-60 9.1

THE BMW 1 Series is a great
driver’s car and was crowned
Best Compact Hatchback at our
New Car Awards 2012. But it
hasn’t won any prizes for its
beauty. The awkward proportions
contrast starkly with the Leon’s
elegant styling, and dark colours
don’t do it any favours, either.
Our M Sport model features
deeper front and rear bumpers,
but they’re not enough to ensure
the 118d outshines its rival.
At least the interior has an air
of high quality. M Sport cars boast
sports seats partly trimmed in
luxurious Alcantara upholstery
with a honeycomb mesh finish,
while the steering wheel and
gearlever also get M branding.
The dash has a straightforward
layout, and the optional 6.5-inch
widescreen sat-nav display fitted
to our car provides crystal-clear
mapping. However, the orange
backlighting used in parts of the
dash looks dated when compared
to the SEAT’s classy white-onblack digital dash readouts.
Interior space is reasonable,
although there’s not as much
rear legroom as in the Leon. The
boot is smaller, too, offering
360 litres of luggage space. At
least you get a low load lip and
rear seats that fold down flush
with the floor. Of course, the
car in our pictures isn’t as
practical as the Leon due to its
three-door layout, although
it costs £530 less than the
five-door 118d we tested.
Whichever body you choose,
all 1 Series get BMW’s range of
EfficientDynamics technologies.
As well as stop-start, the 118d has
brake energy recovery and EcoPro
driving mode, which optimises
the throttle and climate control
to boost efficiency. The 2.0-litre

BMW 118d

!

Braking

(70/60/30-0mph)
res
met
61.8/44.5/10.9

Big M Sport bumpers
can’t disguise 1 Series’
rather awkward styling

Can rear-wheel-drive fun help offset the 1 Series’ higher price?
Styling hhh
Awkward looks aren’t really
helped by dark colours. The
M Sport tweaks fail to give
the BMW a stylish edge.

Interior hhhH
sts
Running co
) £75 fill-up
43.8mpg (on test

“Parts of the dash look dated
when compared to the SEAT’s
classy white-on-black dials”
Cabin gets M Sport trim, clear
screen and decent rear space.
Eco Pro mode boosts efficiency

diesel in the 118d makes 141bhp,
and when driven in isolation,
the car doesn’t feel noticeably
short of power. But it trails the
more potent SEAT when it comes
to straight-line acceleration.
Still, while it’s not as quick as
its rival, the BMW demonstrates
that rear-wheel drive is still the
way to go for pure driving thrills.
The steering is communicative
and the balanced chassis means
the 1 Series is very rewarding
to drive fast. This is helped by a
crisp six-speed manual gearbox,
thick-rimmed steering wheel
and low-slung seating position.
Despite all this, the BMW isn’t
as far ahead of the SEAT as it once
was. You can only appreciate the
difference between front and

rear-wheel drive at the very
limit of grip on the test track.
Unfortunately, BMW still asks
buyers to pay a premium for the
1 Series’ rear-drive set-up. Our
£24,685 test car cost £1,310 more
than the Leon, and you’d have to
pay a lot more for a BMW with
similar performance, although
both cars are similarly equipped.
Running costs are quite closely
matched, as residual values and
fuel economy are similar. Where
the 118d does have an advantage
is servicing: it’s currently offered
with a three-year, fixed-price
deal that costs only £375.
So the BMW still has the edge
when it comes to handling,
but the figures may not add
up to all-round satisfaction.

Space is decent and build
quality first-class, but some
elements of the dashboard
are starting to feel dated.

Driving hhhhH
Rear-drive 1 Series has the
edge for driver involvement.
It boasts sharp steering and
a very composed chassis.

Costs hhhh
Running costs are low, but
the 118d M Sport is more
expensive to buy and not
as well equipped as the SEAT.

Practicality
hhh

THE BMW’s rear seats fold
completely flat, but shallow
boot floor means there’s less
space overall. Rear passenger
area is more cramped, too.

Safety hhhhH
EURO NCAP gave a five-star
safety rating to the 1 Series,
thanks to standard-fit ESP.
Lane-departure warning and
sign recognition are options.

lity Boot
Practica
wn) 360/1,200 lts
(seats up/do
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seat leon
2.0 tdi fr

bmw 118d
m sport 5dr

On-the-road price/total as tested
Residual value (after 3yrs/30,000)
Depreciation
Annual tax liability std/higher rate
Annual fuel cost (12,000/20,000 miles)
Ins group/quote/road tax band/cost
Cost of 1st/2nd/3rd service

£23,375/£26,775

£24,685/£26,850

£12,178/52.1%

£11,873/48.1%

£11,197

£12,812

£714/£1,428

£800/£1,600

£1,831/£3,052

£1,793/£2,989

25/N/A/C/£30

20/£396/C/£30

£169/£189/£129

£375 (5yrs/50k mls)

Length/wheelbase
Height/width
Engine
Peak power
Peak torque
Transmission
Fuel tank capacity/spare wheel
Boot capacity (seats up/down)
Kerbweight/payload/towing weight
Turning circle/drag coefficient
Basic warranty (miles)/recovery
Service intervals/UK dealers
Driver Power manufacturer/dealer pos.
Euro NCAP: Adult/child/ped./points

4,271/2,631mm

4,324/2,690mm

1,444/1,816mm

1,421/1,765mm

0-60*/30-70mph
30-50mph in 3rd/4th
50-70mph in 5th/6th
Top speed/rpm at 70mph
Braking 70-0/60-0/30-0mph*
Noise levels outside/idle/30/70mph
Auto Express econ (mpg/mpl)/range
Govt urban/extra-urban/combined
Govt urban/extra-urban/combined
Actual/claimed CO2/tax bracket
Airbags/Isofix/rear parking sensors
Automatic box/stability/cruise control
Climate control/leather/heated seats
Metallic paint/xenons/keyless go
Sat-nav/USB/DAB/Bluetooth

4cyl in-line/1,968cc 4cyl in-line/1,995cc
181/4,000 bhp/rpm 141/4,000 bhp/rpm
380/1,750 Nm/rpm 320/1,750 Nm/rpm
6-spd man/fwd

6-spd man/rwd

50 litres/sealant

52 litres/run-flats

380/1,210 litres

360/1,200 litres

1,345/465/1,600kg 1,395/455/1,200kg
10.2 metres/N/A

10.9 metres/0.30Cd

3yrs (60,000)/2yrs

3yrs (unltd)/3yrs

10,000 (1yr)/128

Variable/153

24th/28th

14th/16th

94/92/70/5 stars

91/83/63/5 stars

8.2/7.1 secs

9.1/8.9 secs

3.0/5.1 secs

3.9/5.8 secs

6.2/8.3 secs

7.6/10.8 secs

142mph/1,900rpm 132mph/1,900rpm
55.2/40.2/10.8m

61.8/44.5/10.9m

70/48/62/69dB

72/55/65/72dB

42.9/9.4/472 miles 43.8/9.6/501 miles
53.3/78.5/65.7mpg 51.4/72.4/62.8mpg
11.7/17.2/14.4mpl 11.4/16.1/14.0mpl
176/112g/km/16% 173/118g/km/17%
Seven/yes/yes

Six/yes/£345

No/yes/yes

£1,490/yes/yes

Yes/£1,195/£350

Yes/£800/£265

£475/£995^/no

£515/£590/yes

£745/yes/£175/yes £1,550/yes/yes/yes

Testers’ notes
Dean SAYS: Latest Golf has a fight on its hands to
stay ahead of the new Leon. While the VW has
badge prestige on its side, the SEAT’s built to the
same high standard. Its dramatic styling creates
more of a visual
Dean Gibson
impact, too.
Dean_Gibson@dennis.co.uk

James SAYS: The pace of change in the family
hatch class is staggering. After less than a year
at the top, the BMW 1 Series has slipped down
the order. It’s still a brilliant car, but the Golf
and Leon are
James Disdale
both better.

James_Disdale@dennis.co.uk

LESLEY SAYS: The SEAT’s new 181bhp 2.0-litre TDI
engine was a highlight for me. It’s smooth and
responsive, as well as very efficient, emitting
just 112g/km. And we returned 42.9mpg,
even after some
Lesley Harris
spirited driving.
Lesley_Harris@dennis.co.uk
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*Recorded in wet. ^LED headlight. Bold = equipment fitted to our test car. Insurance quotes from AA (Tel 0800 107 0680 or www.theAA.com) for a male, aged 42, living in Banbury, Oxon, with three penalty points.

Road test

Verdict

ets
ange secr
R
d to know
Buying facts you nee
Leon range?
AT launch, our FR is available alongside
S and SE-spec Leons. Even S models come
with air-con, a tyre pressure monitor, hill
hold, a USB port and seven airbags. Step
up to an SE version, and you’ll also get
a multifunction steering wheel, cruise
control and Bluetooth. Our FR adds
sports suspension and smarter styling.

Faster models?
THIS 2.0 TDI FR is the flagship of the Leon
range for now, but a faster Cupra will arrive
next year. The new model will carry on
where the last one left off, with a tuned
version of the Golf GTI’s 2.0-litre petrol
turbo. It’ll also add a dramatic bodykit to
further enhance the SEAT’s sharp looks.

New bodystyles?
seat has revealed a three-door Leon SC
at the Geneva Motor Show, and we drive it
on Page 36. It’s designed to rival Vauxhall’s
Astra GTC and the new Kia Pro_cee’d, and
will have the same engine range as the fivedoor. The practical Leon ST compact estate
will then join the line-up later this year.

extras to imp

pack

£500

Launch offer adds sat-nav,
DAB radio and LED lights, with
a £1,415 saving until 31 March.

nS
 afety

pack

£115

Comprises driver tiredness alert,
as well as a seatbelt reminder.

n Leather

£1,195

Black hide trim for the seats.

nS
 EAT

THE new SEAT Leon is a clear step forward from its
predecessor. It looks great, performs well and the
interior has the same upmarket feel as the latest
Volkswagen Golf’s. It’s a very strong contender in
this class – and arguably the best model yet to be
based on the VW Group’s new MQB platform.
It’s certainly much better looking than the
BMW 1 Series. But that car has always traded on
its ability to put a smile on your face, rather than
its styling. Yet the SEAT manages to run the BMW
close for driving fun, too. Both have a sporty edge
and the limitations of the SEAT’s front-wheeldrive layout only really become apparent when
you’re reaching the limit of grip on a test track.
However, when you look at the numbers, the
new Leon pulls out a clear advantage. Its 2.0-litre
diesel engine is more powerful and more efficient
than the BMW’s, while our top-of-the range model
is over £1,000 cheaper than the 118d M Sport.
And for that reason, the Leon wins this test.
Few drivers are going to fully exploit the 1 Series’
superior handing during everyday driving, and
the SEAT’s considerable depth of talents – from
a larger boot and rear seats to extremely refined
motorway cruising ability – mean the BMW has
to settle for being second best this time around.

Winner
seat lEON FR

HHHHH

ions
Topopt
rove your LEON
nT
 echnology

Road test

stereo

£220

nC
 onvenience

pack £100

Adds nine speakers around the
cabin for superior sound quality.

Automatically activating headlights 		
and windscreen wipers.

Sharp looks and a sporty driving experience are just
the start of the Leon’s talents. It has a high-quality
feel that puts it on a par with the new VW Golf, while
passenger space is impressive and the diesel engine
delivers a great mix of performance and economy.
Not only does the SEAT win this test, it could also
be the best compact hatchback on the market today.

2nd
bmw 118d
m sport

HHHHH
We’re still big fans of the BMW 1 Series, but the midrange 118d doesn’t have the best engine in the range.
It falls into the middle ground between economy
and performance, yet doesn’t excel at either. While
the rear-drive chassis is entertaining, the BMW
looks gawky compared to the stylish SEAT. A higher
purchase price confirms its second-place finish.

New cars

SEAT Leon SC 1.4 TSI

SEAT Leon SC 1.4 TSI

New cars

mance
Perfor
T)
secs Top spd 131mph (ES

Tested

0-62 8.1

Seat Leon SC 1.4 TSI

Sharp three-door car
drives even better
than five-door

Price: £18,000 (est)
Engine: 1.4-litre 4cyl turbo
Power: 138bhp
Transmission: Six-speed
manual, front-wheel drive
0-62mph: 8.1 seconds (est)
Top speed: 131mph (est)
Econ/CO2: 54.3mpg/119g/km
Equipment: Alloys, air-con,
cruise control, metallic paint

On sale July

Boot unaffected
by the sloping
rear hatch

SEAT Leon SC TSI
Jack Rix

Jack_Rix@dennis.co.uk
		
@jack_rix

THE Leon SC took a starring
role on SEAT’s Geneva Motor
Show stand last week, where it
drew plenty of admiring glances.
But a sporty VW Scirocco rival
like this needs to drive brilliantly
as well as look good. In Issue

1,258, we gave the range-topping
181bhp 2.0 TDI five stars, so can
the less powerful 138bhp 1.4 TSI
version deliver the same thrills?
Even before we’ve turned the
key it gets off to a flying start,
thanks to our test car’s bright
blue paintwork – in Spanish
sunshine it brings out the SC’s
pin-sharp creases perfectly. The

first drive
Diesel three-door impressed.
Is petrol car as good?

overall shape is compact and
aggressive, too, thanks to a
35mm-shorter wheelbase and a
flatter rear windscreen than the
five-door car.
SEAT’s masterstroke has been
to craft this sporty shape with the
minimum impact on interior
space. Rear legroom is reduced,
but there’s still plenty of space for

Cabin is generously
equipped, and looks
and feels upmarket

Good
SEAT has always prided
itself on being a designled company – the SC is a
perfect example of that.

not so good
A shorter wheelbase and
nimbler handling mean
slightly less legroom
for rear passengers.

www.autoexpress.co.uk

large adults, while the
class-leading 380-litre boot
from the five-door has been
carried over unchanged.
The 2.0 TDI surprised us with
its punchy power delivery and
superb refinement, yet this 1.4
TSI goes about its business in a
very different way. Acceleration is
more gradual, but build up the
revs, get the turbo spinning and
it’s still a strong performer, with a
muted growl in the background.

“The steering
is delicate, and
the car is light
on its feet”

The SC is up to 110kg lighter
than the previous, five-door-only
Leon, and that weight advantage
is even more apparent in this
petrol model. The steering is
delicate, but accurate, while the
car feels light on its feet in
corners and is happy to be driven
hard. Only 2.0 TSI and 2.0 TDI
models get multi-link rear
suspension, although even with
a torsion beam set-up, the SC is
great fun. Refinement is even
better than the diesel’s, too,
making this version ideal for long
road trips.
Economy of 54.3mpg trails the
1.6 and 2.0 TDI models (74.3mpg
and 68.9mpg), but on balance the
TSI is the pick of the range so far.
It’s smooth, fun and quiet – and
cheaper to buy than a diesel SC.

Verdict
IT’S hard to find a chink in the
Leon SC’s armour. It’s virtually
as spacious as the five-door
(which beat the BMW 1 Series
in our Issue 1,258 twin test),
looks superb and blends
sporty driving dynamics with
remarkable refinement. This
petrol model can’t match
the diesels for economy, but
it feels like a better fit for the
SC, and costs less, too.
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